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Special Planet 51

For the past few days was released in theaters around the world, including 
Italy, the first work of Ilion Animation, CGI animated feature Planet 51 
all made in Europe, in fact, made in Spain since the location of the studios.
Animation Italy interview in exclusive one of the authors of the work,
an Italian artist at Ilion.an Italian artist at Ilion.

AN ITALIAN ON THE PLANET 51

Animation Italy presents a chat with Gianluca Fratellini, 3D character 
animator, lead animator and teacher of animation that worked on many
products of animation, video games and live-action whose contribution 
of digital effects in post production are now on the agenda. 
On his resume there are titles and awards like an Oscars for Happy Feet 
(2006) or successful videogames like(2006) or successful videogames like Assassin's Creed.

Has just left the spanish studios of Ilion Animation Studios where he was
a member of the core team that produced the animated feature Planet 51,
while he has just moved to England in front of a new challenge, this time 
with real actors.

But we want to focuse our attention on the big Spanish project, unique at
the moment in Europe thanks to the budget and target, given the international
markets where production has focused, we explore in depth techniques, markets where production has focused, we explore in depth techniques, 
programs and anything else about the life of an artist at work on a production
of this level.

Let’s meet Gianluca Fratellini:

AnimeIta: Let's start with you. How long in this area and what is your role 
within the Studios?

GF: I am almost 10 years working officially in various Studios but to be 
honest I have cultivated my passion and started this journey into the worldhonest I have cultivated my passion and started this journey into the world
of “3D” very early, from the age of 14 years old.

Initially, having no tools and softwares, I studied books on modeling,
materials, animation, lighting, compositing, and after a few years I was
able to test the theory in order to understand what really fascinated me in 
this world of 3D.

Then, slowly I tried to specialize myself more from the cartoon animation
to photorealistic style, working in various Studios as a 3D Character to photorealistic style, working in various Studios as a 3D Character 
Animator and sometimes also with roles as Chief Animator, 
Layout Supervisor, Theacher of Animation and Assistant Director.

AnimeIta: Where did come from your personal experience into the animation 
field ? What are your favorite authors and titles?

GF: All started from a strange cross between the technical drawing 3D
influence of my father and from the passion and the self-study of 2D 
animation film of Disney along with other books byanimation film of Disney along with other books by Walt Disney and 
Richard Williams that have become the perfect combination to communicate 
my ideas through the graphic language.

My favorite animated titles are undoubtedly those designed by Walt Disney 
up to date with new projects in computer graphics from Disney / Pixar,
Dreamworks, Blue Sky and Ilion Animation Studios. 
I would say that I love those movies that are able to convey the emotions and 
the magic that are also part of our lives and leave their mark by making a the magic that are also part of our lives and leave their mark by making a 
renewed appreciation of the essence of our life experiences.

AnimeIta: Why Spain? Who or what brought you to the land, and in 
particular to Ilion?

GF: Spain has been for me a very interesting stage both in personal and 
professional terms. Being a part of a fabulous animation team at Ilion 
Animation Studios and be able to contribute to the realization of this 
European project so expected has been one of my ambitions, partly because European project so expected has been one of my ambitions, partly because 
it is very rare in Europe to produce animated films with so high quality and 
above all 100% made in Spain.

This ambitious project Planet 51 made on a budget of $ 60 million, the 
highest in the history of Spanish cinema (but also in Europe!) 
And with a quality that may be benchmarked with the big American Studios.
You could evaluate it since November 20th 2009 when it will comes out on
theaters and by the beauty of the visual quality of the movie you'll understandtheaters and by the beauty of the visual quality of the movie you'll understand
the reason for my choice to work on this project.

AnimeIta: I do not believe the whole production is a Spanish workforce. 
From which countries come from your colleagues?

GF: Well, actually, in some way, Planet 51 is a production that has been
done by amazing artists coming from 17 different countries as well as 
Spanish ... Canadians, Americans, Australians, British, French, Germans ... 
and even Italian!and even Italian! The atmosphere although  was Spanish was really fantastic
and rich of international talent ... to work with great artists coming from 
different continents to give their touch to a Spanish project is something 
engaging and exciting ...

Among other things, learning new languages, to share information and 
techniques makes it challenging in a background like Spain so fascinating 
and rich of culture in a friendly working environment.

AnimeIta:AnimeIta: The current production Planet 51 was taken from some 
pre-existing history? book? or was inspired by some work?

GF: Planet 51 is a quite original and very funny comedy written by Joe 
Stillman, the father of Shrek 1 and 2 so maybe the greenish look of the 
characters that live on Planet 51 could remember a little bit that style... 
and there are also references from "ET" and "Alien" to "Independence Day,"
"Star Wars" and "Back to the Future", all icons of science fiction movies 
produced in the United States.produced in the United States.

AnimeIta: This is clearly a comedy, but what other themes are hidden inside?

GF: Planet 51 is an original comedy that hides many messages ... we say that
the basic theme has different interpretations ... we talk about diversity ... 
acceptance of different ... an alien love... adaptation to a new world and the
discovery of a parallel reflection of our reality...conflict between different 
cultures, as well as the fear of what you do not know and whatever appears
didifferent, all mixed with funny situations and a graphic research to taste.

AnimeIta: You've already seen a few minutes of the final product, maybe not
complete sequences. What is your opinion ?

GF: Yes, of course, we have seen and studied every frame of the movie 
several times already... more often not finalized yet but I would say very 
impressive and very promising even having seen it without sound effects ! 
I think it will leave a strong imprinting on the history of 3D animation world
and especially in Europe ... One small step for Chuck but a big step for and especially in Europe ... One small step for Chuck but a big step for 
Ilion Animation Studios and 3D animation made in Europe.

AnimeIta: Knowing the production pipeline in this area,does ILION 
ANIMATION STUDIOS has followed classic guidelines or used some 
dummy or new technique or technology?

GF: A project as ambitious as Planet 51 has involved a number of significant
difficulties in terms of creative, technological and human ...
For this project it was necessary to have a modern plot, high technology For this project it was necessary to have a modern plot, high technology 
created inside the company, and a team of talented professionals.
Another oddity that become something of hallmark of the 'planet' and that 
characterizes almost all the props from Planet 51 is a circular area that is 
usually found in a corner of the object and making it asymmetrical.
In order to realize the computer animation of the characters of Planet 51 they
decided to design the tools and software and the Tool Department at Ilion 
Animation Studios has created over two hundred development system for theAnimation Studios has created over two hundred development system for the
production of this project.
These developments affect both the 'four pillars' of technology Ilion: GLT, 
Asset Tracker, Asset Manager, Asset Loader - which develops more 
(as in the case of Lighting Layers Manager) and minor (such as those 
designed to simplify and streamline certain workflow).
GLT is a file format within the company (which stores the geometry and the 
animation into geometry) and that, not only facilitates the informationanimation into geometry) and that, not only facilitates the information’s 
transfer from one phase of the data stream to another, but that also allows 
artists to work using the reference information, and this ensures that all work
with the latest information and reduces the file size.
Asset Manager is a program that basically allows multiple users to work on 
the same set of files at the same time, in an organized and secure way.
Asset Manager allows artists to download the file to their machine and work 
on it oon it or, similarly, to upload their files.
Asset Loader is a tool created specifically for 3d Studio Max that allows 
artists to manage their scenes more efficiently and with less errors. 
Connecting with Asset Tracker, Asset Loader knows exactly which elements
are associated with a given scene;
The Lighting Layers Manager is a tool developed for the Lighting 
Department, which deals is to recreate the light, as well as for compositing. 
Allows the artist to create all the layers of light needed. Allows the artist to create all the layers of light needed. 
The Lighting Layers Manager allows Ilion Studios to save precious time,
not only in the initial phase of creating a scene, but also when you are to 
make changes, thanks to it you need to update only one scene.

AnimeIta: On a technical level which programs were used to model and 
render the final product and other side to these?

GF: For modeling and animation on Planet 51 has been used 3D Studio Max
along with several proprietary applications of Ilionalong with several proprietary applications of Ilion Animation Studios as the
Mask Creator who helped us during the process of body and facial animation.
In addition, of course, have been used other graphics programs such as Adobe
Photoshop, Adobe Premiere and other commercial programs ... 
For the 3D engine Ilion Animation Studios has created PLANET 51 with the
rendering engine 'Cyclops' from Animated Pixel.

AnimeIta: Initially announced before summer, the production has been moved
six months latesix months later, that strategically, it will be in competition with the 
Christmas’s movies.You will be in our country for the presentation, maybe 
for the film festival?

GF: Initially, the theatrical release of Planet 51 in Italy was planned for 
summer, and then moved to the month of December to coincide with the 
Christmas period but later on, in order to avoid strong competition with 
Christmas films that often come out in Italy, Moviemax decided to release it
one month in advance.one month in advance.

I would have liked to be there for the presentation of PLANET 51 but for 
work’s reasons I've been here in London for a new project ....

AnimeIta: Right now what do you do after Planet 51?

GF: Until Ilion Animation Studios recover the costs incurred for the 
production of Planet 51 for the building up of two other top secret features 
they have in the yard, I agreed to work for the London based company 
Double Negative, a company that for years creates special eDouble Negative, a company that for years creates special effects for such 
films as Harry Potter, 007, Angels & Demons, 2012, etc. ...
Right now I'm working on a very funny movie titled PAUL ...

AnimeIta: Visions of the near future? What's in your program?

GF: In the movie industries the future definitely includes projects that will
need to have always high quality technology, always ready to amaze and 
make people dream. After “Paul” that will keep me busy for a while, there is
in preparation an important movie, but for now unfortunately I can not revealin preparation an important movie, but for now unfortunately I can not reveal
anything ....

However, I always hope for the future to continue to create beautiful 
animations and enjoy life and people close to me.

The official website of Gianluca Fratellini: www.cgluca.it

We thank Gianluca for his availability with a "goodbye" to his new work.

(Text: Fra - DomenicoV)


